
IR Breakout Discussion Recap

• The discussion started (again) with a discussion of what are the
science requirements (questions) and what are the instrument
requirements.  Part of this is due to the ambiguity between the ES and
Chapter 9.  Part is due to the fact that the ES only defines the
instrument requirements.
– Earlier presentations discuss the tight and integral relationship between the

science and instrument requirements without fully describing what the
instrument requirements are.

– We agreed that it the mission is more simple if it is primarily a climate
benchmark, with contributions to constraining the physics of models with
cross correlation with operational sounders a secondary function.

– There was much discussion (with an understanding that people will maintain
differing opinions) about using the sounders as part of the past and future
climate record (in coordination with CLARREO); is this a proper primary
emphasis?

• There was also discussion as to the requirement of precision, to go
along with the absolute accuracy as defined in the ES and the day one
discussion.

• All agree that extending to the far infrared is an important and essential
feature of the IR component of CLARREO.





IR Breakout specifics…

• To fully address the diurnal and semi-diurnal cycle, 3 polar orbits are
ideal.

– Only using two would be useful, but begins to degrades the
statistics of separating natural variability from trends.

– Only one would not achieve this.

– Multiple sun sync orbits give useful, but non-ideal sampling of the
diurnal cycle.

• Why do we stop at 200 or 2400 cm-1?
– Without seeing any optimal fingerprinting studies beyond these

defined limits, it’s unclear why they are set as instrument drivers.

– Most think that getting the 100 to 200 cm-1 range is critical for
understanding the climate feedbacks in the UT.

• There was not much need for discussion of a 1 cm OPD as
most agreed it’s probably in the right ballpark.

• We had a hard time knowing whether a 100 km, or a smaller
footprint is ideal.  This deserves much more study by the
community.



•Primary data product from spectrometer
–Annual mean brightness radiance T @15 degree grid of 0.1 K
–Sufficient spectral information to identify causes of changes in brightness
temperature (techniques LIKE optimal fingerprinting).
–Minimum 5 year data record.

•Secondary product from spectrometer
–Intercalibration of operational sounders
–Weather people would like temperatures at this accuracy as well.

•Open Issues
–nEdT needs to be sufficient to characterize on orbit systematic
errors, tighter than required to meet CLIMATE science goals.
–Future discussion/studies are required to determine this
requirement.

•Spectral range
–200 to 2000 is a nominal starting point (in ES), needs to be refined
based on optimal results from optimal fingerprinting.
–100-3300 in chapter 9

•100 km FOV
–Sufficient for annual gridded means
–Some discussion as to whether this is sufficient for intercalibration
with operational sounders, or even aircraft comparisons.

•Instrument type?  Most agreed that an FTS is a robust way to do these
measurements, but other types of spectrometers may meet the
requirements as well.



• How does one validate an instrument that is designed to BE the
benchmark?

– Most existing instruments are not designed to have that absolute
accuracy along with traceability since this is supposed to be a new
paradigm.

– Because CLARREO is a climate monitoring instrument, where
statistics are required more than high precision and small footprint
of an instrument that is primarily a sounder, numerous
intercomparisons with an aircraft are required for a proof of the
delivered data product.  Can this really be done?  Should it be
done?

– How does one fully understand the instrument characteristics in
flight with an instrument where absolute accuracy drives the design
much more so than precision (as driven by the science
questions/cost/etc.).

– Is the second tunable blackbody good enough verification of the
absolute calibration on orbit?  What happens if radiances from this
second blackbody don’t agree with the first in flight?



Costs?

•Spacecraft costs are a serious impediment to meeting the $200M
mission cost.

•Options exist that may decrease the costs, but are not yet
NASA qualified.
•If launch costs are not part of the equation (or at least a small
part), then one could build the desired number of
spectrometers.  This is not the current metric.

•If current spacecraft costs are required, staying within the budget is
not possible.  Costing matrix studies were not presented.
•We did not get to potential international collaborations.  This
avenue needs pursuit.


